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1 Abstract

In this project, Online Ensemble methods are used in conjunction with the predictions from a set of time series
forecasting methods (e.g. LSTM) in an expert prediction setting to create an Online Ensemble Time Series
Forecaster. We create a package for implemented these Online Ensembles for Times Series Forecasting and
benchmark a series of online ensemble methods in a series of different cases. In this small set of cases, we see
the best performing Online Ensemble Methods as Normal Hedge or Non-Negative Least Squares updated in an
online fashion.

2 Introduction

Time series forecasting is an incredibly important task that has applications in many domains including the
weather and financial time series data and really, that is all you really need to know to live a great life [1].

Classical approaches to time series learning include method ARIMA and SARIMA among other techniques
which work well but rely on strong assumptions on the noise terms [1]. Newer techniques for time series
forecasting include Prophet [2] and the application of (Long Short Term Memory) LSTMs [3]. Applying these
forecasting methods in a online manner is extremely applicable to tasks where constant feedback can be used
to improve the overall performance of the forecaster.

Online Learning is a different regime of learning where there is no separation between a training phase and
a prediction phase. Online Learning takes place in a sequence of consecutive rounds where on each online round
an incoming example is predicted upon as a test example, then after discovering its true label, the example
is then used as a training example to improve the prediction algorithm [4]. Applications of online learning
naturally extend to problems like portfolio optimization [5]. Online learning has also been applied to cases
where there are changing cost sequences [6].

Ensemble methods are learning algorithms that leverage a set of classifiers and classify new points by taking
a weighted average of their predictions [7]. These ensemble algorithms could outperform individual classifiers
because: individual learning algorithms could get stuck in local optima and therefore a weighted ensemble
would reduce the possibility of that case happening, the true function may not be represented in the hypothesis
class and therefore it could be approximated by a convex combination of hypothesis from our hypothesis class.
Ensemble algorithms has been applied to time series classification tasks [8] and [9] explored different methods for
generating diversity to improve the performance for ensemble algorithms running on these enriched hypothesis
classes.

Stacking regressions is often performed in practice and is similar to ensemble algorithms. Stacking involves
forming linear combinations of different predictors to give improved prediction accuracy where least squares is
applied with non-negativity constraints to determine the coefficients in the combination [10].

In the context of online ensemble methods, [11] adapts lossless online algorithms [Decision Trees, Naive Bayes
Models, and Nearest Neighbor classifiers], (where the output hypothesis for a given training set is identical to
that of the corresponding batch algorithm), to common ensemble methods like bagging and boosting. One
can produce online versions of bagging and boosting that require ways to mirror their specific techniques for
generating multiple base models.

In this project, we implement a series of online ensemble methods which are applied to a simple example
of a set forecasters (Motley Fools) and other cases involving well-fitted and poorly fitted forecasters. We
examine the performance of these algorithms and developed a package that implements these algorithms for
online forecasting in the style of sklearn/sktime.
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3 Implementation

3.1 Hedge Based Forecasters

We consider the application of applying algorithms that are designed to solve the problem of prediction with
expert advice. This includes the implementation of the following algorithms:

1. Hedge (Exponential Weights (EW)) Algorithm [12]

(a) Hedge (EW) with Doubling [12] [13]

(b) Hedge (EW) with Incremental Time [12] [13]

2. Normal Hedge [14]

These algorithms allowed us to assign a probability distribution over the forecasters (”experts”) in an
online way so that we can predict the next value by taking the weighted sum over the predictions of the
forecasters according to the given probability distribution. Ideally, the probability distribution should in general
be somewhat proportional to the loss of each expert.

3.2 Discrepancy Based Ensemble Forecasters

In the scenario when we are given a hypothesis class H and a sample ZT
1 , our objective is to find an accurate

convex combination of hypothesis of h ∈ H. In the most general case, each hypothesis is allowed to have been
pre-trained on ZT

1 . We consider the following algorithm [15]:

Algorithm 1: Discrepany Based Ensemble Selection Algorithm [15]

Run a regret minimization on ZT
1 to return a sequence of hypothesis ht;

Select an ensemble hypothesis h =
T∑

t=1
qtht where q is the solution of the following convex optimization

problem over the simplex:

min
q

ˆdiscH(q) +

T∑
t=1

qtL(ht, Zt)

subject to ||q − u||1 ≤ λ1

where λ1 ≥ 0 is some hyper-parameter that can be set via a validation procedure;

The empirical discrepancy term ˆdiscH(q) can be calculated by the following procedure:

̂discH(q) = sup
h∈H,h∈HA

∣∣∣∣∣
T∑

t=1

qt(L(ht(XT+1), h(XT+1))− L(ht, Zt))

∣∣∣∣∣
where L represents a loss function between the observed sample Zt and the prediction by the hypothesis ht.

For simplicity, we are considering each hypothesis to be a different forecaster or expert and therefore make it
simpler to calculate the discrepancy term. However, to perform the minimization task, we needed to write a
projective gradient descent method (since our solutions q were constrained to the simplex).

3.3 Projective Gradient Descent

Algorithm 2: Projective Gradient Descent (Simplex) [4]

Input: φ: a objective function to minimize, T: total number of iterations, η: learning parameter, Π: a
projection onto the simplex.

Initialize start x0 arbitrarily;
for t = 1 to T do

xt+ 1
2

= xt + η∇φ(xt);
xt = Πxt+ 1

2

end

To project an arbitrary vector onto the simplex we use the fast algorithm described by [16]. We then
implement a batch projective gradient descent algorithm in order to calculate minimize the discrepancy term.
We could in the future perform this algorithm in an online format [17].
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3.4 LSTMs

LSTMs are a type of Recurrent Neural Network that is typically used for Time Series Forecasting. In one of
our examples, we use LSTMs as our forecasters and performed a fit with TensorFlow following [18].

3.5 Hypothesis Stability

In attempting to use LSTMs as a hypothesis class, we note that they are inherently a non-stable hypothesis
class[19], therefore they provide a richness to our hypothesis class while having a β-uniform stability defined in
the following way [15]. For a hypothesis class H, a learning algorithm A : z → h ∈ H is β-uniformly stable if
there exists a β > 0 such that for any z = (x, y) ∈ Z and any two samples z and z′ that differ by exactly one
point, the following condition holds:

|L(A(z)(x), y)− L(A(z′)(x), y)| ≤ β

In our examples, we saw that for testing on the Ozone data from the UCI ML repository [20] that (for a
case where the LSTM didn’t fit that well) with a squared error loss the LSTM class without even changing the
training examples have a β = 2.54. Typically in the discrepancy based method, a term needs to be included
for these coefficients if the models are pre-trained, but we leave that out for now [15]. We don’t do additional
methods to improve diversity like [9] since the class seems to be so variable without even changing the training
examples.

3.6 Ensemble Selection Methods

Therefore in total the methods that are compared are the following:

1. Hedge-Based Algorithms

2. Non-Negative Least Squares

3. Discrepancy Based Ensemble

4. Average

The Hedge-Based Algorithms are all modifications of the hedge algorithm: Hedge with Doubling uses
the doubling trick to arbitrarily increase the learning parameter as the time horizon increases and Hedge with
Incremental time has a constantly changing learning parameter: for time t we have ηt ≈ O(

√
log(n)/t). Both

of these algorithms have sub-linear regret bounds [13].
The Non-Negative Least Squares ensemble method uses least squares to fit the coefficients to each of

the experts with a non-negativity condition (similar to the non-negative probability distribution that we choose
for the expert algorithms). The coefficients are updated in an online fashion.

The Discrepancy Based ensemble method uses the ensemble algorithm detailed above and it [15] in order
to choose the next hypothesis in an online way.

Finally for comparison sake, we include a simple average that we calculate in order to serve as a point of
reference for performance.

3.7 Package Format

In order to implement create an EnsembleForecaster object, one needs to first wrap the forecasters in Expert
objects and pre-train them (batch) and then choose an EnsembleAlgorithm for the type of online ensemble
based algorithm needed. The EnsembleAlgorithm then can be trained with the outputs of the Expert
objects in either an online or batch way. Further improvements can be made to allow the Expert objects to
be trained in an online way if the forecasters wrapped in the objects are compatible.
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Figure 1: UML Diagram of the Package

3.8 Forecasting Scenarios

We test our algorithms over the following forecasting scenarios:

1. Motley Fools

2. Temperature (Well Fitted)

3. Ozone (Poorly Fitted)

The Motley Fools scenario consists of predicting a value based on the predictions of a group of n experts
whose predictions are the actual values plus an error term that is a r.v. N(0, stdi) for expert i where stdi ≥ 0
is constant. Over a series of T trials, we perform a prediction based on the predictions of these experts and
receive the actual value so we can calculate our losses. To show that all these methods worked as expected, we
wanted to observed that the probability distribution over the forecasters concentrated measure over the most
accurate forecasters (or the forecasters with the smallest fixed standard deviation).

The Temperature scenario consists of a collection of well fitted LSTMs that are trained on the same data
that are all trying to forecast for a single time series (for temperature data) [18].

The Ozone scenario consists of a collection of poorly fitted LSTMs that are trained on the same data that
are all trying to forecast for a single time series (for ozone data) [20].

3.9 Additional Implementation Details

In general, we initialize the weights of the ensemble methods on 20 samples and then predict in an online format
for 80 samples. For the loss function we are using squared error and we are calculating regret with respect to
the best fixed expert in hindsight (with loss function L, our collection of experts as H, our training examples
as (xt, yt)).

RegretT =

T∑
t=1

L(ht(xt), yt)−min
h∈H

T∑
t=1

L(h(xt), yt)
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4 Results

4.1 Motley Fools

4.1.1 Expert Predictions vs Actual Values

Figure 2: On the LHS we see the expert predictions for the actual value as a function of time, while on the
RHS we see the actual value of the time series.

4.1.2 Cumulative Performance of the Algorithms

Figure 3: On the LHS we see the cumulative loss function of time, while on the RHS we see the regret as a
function of time. The average ensemble is excluded because its performance was so poor: loss ≈ 30.

In this case, we see that NNLS and Normal-Hedge are the best performing algorithms while Discrepancy is
almost the worst ensemble algorithm. In this case, it was easier for some of the algorithms to quickly discover
the most accurate expert and constantly just use that result (like NNLS). The average ensemble algorithm
performed so poor we had to exclude it (this is mostly likely due to the fact that some of the experts had a
high enough standard deviation to skew those predictions).
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4.2 Temperature (Well Fitted)

4.2.1 Expert Predictions vs Actual Values

Figure 4: On the LHS we see the expert predictions for the actual value as a function of time, while on the
RHS we see the actual value of the time series.

4.2.2 Cumulative Performance of the Algorithms

Figure 5: On the LHS we see the cumulative loss function of time, while on the RHS we see the actual value of
the time series.

In this case, again we see that NNLS and Normal-Hedge are the best performing algorithms while Discrepancy
is now the third best performing algorithm. Since all of the ”experts” are well fitted, the average ensemble
algorithm performs very well now. The doubling hedge algorithm suffers most likely due to a poor setting for
η.
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4.3 Ozone (Poorly Fitted)

4.3.1 Expert Predictions vs Actual Values

Figure 6: On the LHS we see the expert predictions for the actual value as a function of time, while on the
RHS we see the actual value of the time series.

4.3.2 Cumulative Performance of the Algorithms

Figure 7: On the LHS we see the cumulative loss function of time, while on the RHS we see the regret as a
function of time.

In this case, we see that the performance over the cumulative loss cases is relatively the same while the perfor-
mance over the regret case is in favor of Hedge (Incremental). It seems that with poor forecasters, the relatively
good performing ensemble algorithms from the previous two cases don’t perform as well.

5 Discussion

Each of the three tasks address a different problem: in Motley Fools, we tried to find the best expert and put all
of our weight on it, in Temperature (Well Fitted), given pretty accurate experts we tried to find which ensemble
algorithms would perform the best, and in Ozone (Poorly Fitted), given pretty poor experts we tried to find
which ensemble algorithms would perform the best. For each tasks, the algorithms all performed differently due
to different constraints. For example in the Motley Fools case, solving Discrepancy’s optimization problem made
it difficult to put all of the weight on one expert, while the Average ensemble failed due to the necessary inclusion
of a really poor expert. More cases would need to be tested to determine which algorithms succeed in specific
use cases; however, overall the best in general performing algorithms are NNLS Ensemble and Normal-Hedge.
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Future work would be going towards testing on other scenarios for time series that are non-stationary and
mixing with regions that are of different regimes to see how a discrepancy based ensemble method would perform
there since it would be able to assigned weights according to hypothesis used at different time periods to account
for regime changes. Future work would also include extensions to other types of forecasters as the experts as
well as applications to algorithms for Portfolio Optimization or other problems.

6 Conclusion

In this project we were able to build a package for online ensemble time series forecasting and tested a variety
of different online ensemble methods to take predictions from a set of experts and combine them in such a
way to improve prediction performance. We tested three specific cases: a case where all the experts had fixed
performance and the goal was to find the best expert, a case where all the experts were good performers and the
goal was to find the best weighting, and a case where all the experts were bad performers and the goal was to
find the best weighting. We were able to benchmark the performance of Hedge based algorithms, Normal-Hedge
[14] and a Discrepancy Based Ensemble Method [15]. We say that overall, the best ensemble methods to use
was Normal-Hedge and Non-Negative Least Squares.

7 Code

The code is located at this repository: https://github.com/magittan/4995.
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